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Editorial

US

For many of us, the same old song and dance of lugging
our books to class has become more of a moan and a
stumble. Things seem to have gotten to a point of utter
repetition. Nothing is new, nothing is exciting, everything
is dull and cloudy and rainy.
From the time we were kids, many of us were told how
wonderful our college years would be. You'd be on your
own having the time of your life. Yes, your days are what
you make of them, but sometimes we don't feel we have
the resources to do something different.
What happened to that childlike wonder so many of us
carried with us to every new place we went, every new
challenge we faced? I look around and see very few people
excited to be here.
Too many people have lost touch with the child inside
themselves—the one that genuinely appreciated the simple
things. Remember when just sitting next to your friend
made your day? Or when being outside in a sandbox was
the highlight of your day? How about when you came
home from school and your mom or dad hung the picture
you painted on the fridge? I'm sure you were beaming with

death

Emily James
Guest Columnist

The war in Iraq, regardless
of whether you support it or
not, is not progressing at the
pace most Americans, and most
assuredly the American government, is pleased with.
There are American casualties daily and it often seems
that the guerrilla warfare of
the Iraqi rebels is taking its toll
on our forces and moral. The
American troops are fighting
a dangerous enemy, not due to
its size, but due to its stealthy
techniques and mobility.
Though we may not be losing
the war, it does not feel as if
we are winning. The American
government recognizes this
stagnation and the importance
of changing our tactics to better
equip our soldiers to fight such
an elusive enemy.
Newsweek reported in one of
pride.
its online articles that Defense
Yes, there are still some of us who can be delighted by
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and
something simple like receiving a smile, and most of us
the Pentagon are considering
what is termed the "Salvador
still appreciate a good talk with a friend; but you can't
to solve this problem.
Option"
don't
know
the
sun
if
always count on these things. You
The tactic is termed the "Salis going to shine or if you're going to have time to talk to
vador Option" for its use in the
your best friend. Ask yourself—what can make me happy
Reagan administration's fight
on a daily basis? The answer may be as simple as picking
against the El Salvador guerilla
insurgency during the 1980's.
up that instrument you put down years ago, or it may be
At that time, the US govmore complicated —either way, you're the only one who
ernment funded or supported
can answer that.
the training of "nationalists"
Every time you fly out of Seattle, as soon as the plane
forces to hunt down and kill
rebel leaders and sympathizers.
gets above the clouds, take a look out your window. Most
These groups of nationalists indays it's clear and the sun is shining brightly. It can be
cluded so-called death squads.
Even
shining.
sun
is
still
helpful to remind yourself that the
The government is considif you can't see it or feel it, it's there.
ering taking this tactic and
Of course there will be days where you aren't up to being remodeling it to use in Iraq.
cheery, but if you make an effort to lessen the number
It would train hand picked
Kurdish
Peshmerga fighters
to
of down-on-life days, you may find yourself singing
and
Shiite
militiamen to target
yourself and smiling on your way to class. Those books
Sunni insurgents and supportdon't seem so heavy after all, now do they?
ers, allowing the forces to even
cross the border into Syria.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Trisha Leonard,
The two main objectives of the
Amy Daybert and Kevin Curley. Signed commentaries reIraqi squads would be to either
flect THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY THOSE
assassinate the target or kidnap
them and take them to a secret
of The Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
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squads

resurface

facility for interrogation.
If implemented, this "Salvador Option" could do terrible
damage to Iraq, its stability,
and the unity of this country.
At this current point, the US is
fighting hard to avoid a civil
war.
One of the biggest obstacles
faced for stabilizing Iraq and
returning our troops is the
Sunni boycott of the Jan. 30
elections, which occurred this
past weekend. Few people realize the deep division between
the different groups of Islam,
its historical background, and
its political implications.
Saddam Hussein was a member of the minority Sunnis in
Iraq and often persecuted the
Shiites. The point is that this is
not a division that can be easily
healed and must be treaded on
lightly. The Sunnis are currently boycotting the election
because they know the Shiites
have a powerful majority.
If the US were to follow
through with the "Salvador
Option," they would be using
members of one group, the
Shiites, to kill members of the
other, the Sunnis.
The country is already on the
brink of civil war and this move
would only create a deeper
division between the groups.
One of the best avenues that
we could approach would be
to mend the differences of the
two sides as much as possible
in hopes of unifying the country
and achieving stability.
Training them to kill each
other would not aid in this
mending process. Not only
that, but the entire Arab world,
which is predominantly Sunni,
would have a strong reaction to
such a tactic being used.
Secondly, for many of the
students who supported the
protest of the School of the
Americas, this tactic may seem
quite familiar.
We are training Iraqis on

how to kill other Iraqis. This
method was quite unpopular
when used in El Salvador due
to the numerous amounts of
innocent people killed by the
trained nationalists.
Nuns, priests, and an archbishop were all killed by forces
trained by the US. If the Iraqi
people dislike us now, can
you imagine the hate that will
emerge from these dirty tactics done under the secret of
night?
Not only that, but the US
would basically be lowering
itself to the level of the insurgents. For a country which has
been praised for its high moral
ground and advanced technology, we are resorting to supporting Iraqi squads which will
secretly kidnap and kill people
suspected of being a part of
or even supporting the Sunni
insurgents.
Overall, the U.S. does not
seem to be learning in the Iraqi
war and that is perhaps why
the situation in Iraq becomes
more uncertain and dismal with
the continuing death of our
soldiers.
Perhaps if we could better understand the culture and history
of Islam we would realize one
of the worst things we could do
is to worsen the division that
has taken a strong hold of the
country.
Should we really be training
Iraqis with the sole purpose
of killing other Iraqis, espe-

cially when those groups will
be formed on such a religious
bias? How can we ever hope to
convince the Sunni population
to support the new government
in Iraq, particularly the Jan.
30 elections, when we are in
fact encouraging their religious
rivals to kill them?
Emily James is a sophomore
international studies major.
Send feedback and comments to
Emily at jamese@seattleu.edu
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Editor,
I am writing in response to the
Jan. 27 lh article "Government
games put freedom in jeopardy"by
Molly Layman. First of all, during
every period of war in United States
history, the government restricted
civil liberties. Not too many
people, until the last 40 or 50 years,
worried too much about it because
the government needs more control
if it is to fight a war successfully.
Military operations of any sort
need to be thoroughly planned out,
and carried out with efficiency and
precision. The government can't be
so tactful abroad if things are not
secure at home as well. A parable
from the Bible culminates in the
message that one can't help with
someone else's problems if one has
not dealt with one's own problems
first. Whether or not you agree that
the government is "helping" someone is irrelevant; the government
still needs to take care of problems

at home before moving abroad. So
when the government decides to
wage war it is going to step up se-

curity in all aspects of its operation.
Some civil liberties are going to be
compromised, but deal with it. I'm
not worried about someone reading
my e-mails or looking at my library
records searching for terrorists because I'm not a terrorist. During a
war on terror the government looks
for people who are threatening the
nation withbombs and angryrhetoric, not a college student, a soccer
mom, a film producer or a dentist,
it looks for terrorists. If you aren't
a terrorist there isn't too much to
worry about.
I think that Rumsfeld has a very
good idea in this Strategic Support
Branch. Perhaps there is a military
aspect of this branch that operates
in small, guerilla bands, just like
the terrorists. They might not be
as well trained as the CIA, but I'm
sure that if this is a big government

cover-up, there are probably some
hardcore soldiers and cunning
"counterintelligence agents" who
can take out any terrorist camp.
These kinds of very concentrated,
very well informed and very devastating operations are just what this
country needs to defeat terrorism.
I'm hardly surprised that a huge
army in a foreign country can't find
and kill small groups of insurgents
who blend in with the people.
This is a different kind of war that
requires different tactics. The enemy relies on surprise and plants
booby traps so Americans will die
without a terrorist even showing up.
America needs to fight fire with fire
and use tactics that mirror the terrorists,. We have to fight on theii
terms because that is the only way
we will every defeat them.
And we do want to defeat them
Mike St. Marie
Sophomore Pre major
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Facebook takes away personal communication
be exaggerating, but it's possible.
How do you know that the girl
who stares at you in class with
that crazed look doesn't go online
and gaze longingly at your profile
for hours?
As far as I'm concerned, Facebook is a shortcut in the world of
relationships. If you're interested
in a person, you can read their
profile and discover their interests. Doesn't this defeat the purpose of going up to someone and
trying to start a conversation? Get
out from behind your computer
and talk with them. You know,
the lost art of communication that
involves two people looking at
each other and talking.
Don't even get me started on
people who have competitions to
see who can get the most friends.
What, are we still in junior high?
Is there a sock-hop this weekend?
Looking for a date? Maybe one of

William Hurd
Photo Editor
Another technological breakthrough recently occurred on
college campuses. Some Information Technology guys figured out
they can get in on a service where
you can connect to your campus
community. This breakthrough is
called facebook and it's the doom
of all humanity. Goodbye, real
world. Hello virtual reality.
I really don't know what the
big deal is. "Facebook? I LOVE
FACEBOOK! I can be friends
with my friends and show my
other friends that we're friends!"
Or you can be utterly disappointed
if your friend rejects your virtual
friendship —leaving you scarred
for life.
Even the sick and deranged
admirers can find information
about the people they like. I might

your newfound Facebook friends
will put a post on your wall—is
it even a wall? If it is, who is still
writing on walls? Two-year-olds
and the kindergarteners that I
work with, that's who. We're are
all so cool writing on each others
property with our big crayons saying "Hey, what's up? See you at
lunch!!! I'll trade you my orange
for your Snack Pack!"
Back to the dating thing. I know
that I'm not the brightest crayon
in the box, I have horror stories
about asking girls out, but I won't
sink to the level of posting on a
girl's blog. I'm pretty sure that
people have done this, probably
even tried flirting. How in the
world can you flirt on Facebook.?
Is it even possible? No matscared I may be, I
)t ashamed to speak I
eone in person,
n't want to bring this I
,
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Staff Columnist
Soon enough, Seattle University will have its own zoo,
tent city, complete with a fence
and tarps for residents. Please
don't feed or pet the wildlife.
If you don't see anything
wrong with the above prescription, then I'm not sure
what you're doing at a Jesuit
University largely dedicated
to social justice.
Yes, they're human beings
and not animals. And no, they
won't bite you unless you aggravate them by poking them
with sticks.
Despite what many students
at Seattle University may believe, tent city's primary mission includes closing the door
to the flow of poverty in cities
like Seattle, not opening the
door to "dangerous" indigent
people.
We see homelessness and indigence all around us: panhandlers, sleeping bags wedged in
the entrances of buildings, 6th
and Pine Pedro and his vendetta against the Frye Apartments
and his sign with his moniker
for the Seattle Police Department: communist devils.
But how does homelessness really affect you? And
why should it; you're about to
have that piece of paper that
puts you in an elite bracket of
desirable employees. And let's
face it, spouses too.
Then again, maybe it doesn't
affect you. So you might as
well save yourself the subsequent irritation ofreading this
article.
It certainly affects me

though.
Every night I make a trip
to the grocery store, there are
at least five people loitering
outside my building. What are

-

-

And 10 years must seem
like an endless wait if you've
got children. And 48 percent
of them do. It's also a long
time to wait if you're in fear
of being the victim of domestic violence. Thirty percent
of homeless people cite such
violence as the cause of their
poverty.
It's not that Real Change
and the Low Income Housing
Institute mean the city isn't
making a valiant effort. But
unfortunately, like most social
programs, that effort runs at a
snail's pace.
That's why we have tent
cities. They're an immediate
solution to many people's
emergency situations. The

deeper preventative solutions,
ifreasonable to taxpayers, will
have to come with time.
Of course, the question:

"Why SU?" has to be raised.
Here's why. The city can't host
them. Only private institutions
can. And it's doubtful that
Microsoft Redmond is going
to give its parking lot away for
a tent city.
So just imagine: if you never
accidentally burn down the
school with a science experiment gone awry, or you don't
end up meeting your significant other in the library when
you both reach for a copy of
The Metamorphosis, at least
you can tell your children
that your university had its
very own zoo. And by zoo,
I mean shelter for those less

fortunate.
Please, please, please don't

RANT

Julian Hunt is a junior journalism major. Send feedback
and comments to Julian at
huntj@seattleu.edu

OF THE WEEK: Bon Appetit

goes overboard catering to vegans
to eat meat
that matter.

Canda Harbaugh
News Editor
Kevin Curley
Opinion Editor
Bon Appetit prides itself in
providing one meal option at each
Cherry Street station for vegetarians and vegans.
How many vegan and vegetarians are there really? And out of
them, how many even eat at Cherry
Street?
I'm glad vegetarians/vegans now
have a large variety of things to eat,
but when they're the minority they
shouldn't infringe upon my rights
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Juniors

you be inhirested in having the
ileceive

for

How do you have chili without
hamburger? It's called bean soup
where I come from. Fried rice is
supposed to have egg in it; if you
don't like egg, eat white or brown
rice. I don't like clams, but I don't
expect the cooks to make clamless
clam chowder.
If Bon Appetit continues to
provide veggie meals, I want to
see some hearty American meat
meals.
Why don't we have a constant
steak bar; heck, we have a sushi
bar, don't we?

Sophomores,

oppoutiimit to

i

-
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L Freshmen,

treat it like a zoo, and give its

humanitarian cause the credit
it deserves.

REFORM

WEEEE NEEEEED SSSSSOME

Legislators devote little time, money to finding solutions
they doing? Illegal activities,
no doubt. But why do they
have to do that? And why on
my street?
Let's take a step back and
look at our so called environmentally friendly, social
justice oriented city.
In the wake of the Belltown
apartment boom, city officials
in conjunction with developers ordained that the homeless, or "street people," could
not migrate north of Bell St.,
the street farthest north in the
heart of downtown. So what
do the police do? They wait;
they use their PA speakers; and
sometimes they arrest those
who go north of this designated area.
Then let's look just a few
years back to when I was
living in Campion. In the
crevice of the building that
houses Yasuko's Teriyaki, I
figuratively said goodnight to
the down-and-out men holed
in their cardboard boxes as
a nightly ritual. And nearly
every morning, the Yasuko
staff removed and recycled the
flimsy walls of their shelter.
Everyday the way the staff
treated my destitute-friendsfrom-afar was a bitter wake
up, and served to heighten
the anxiety I felt about being
successful in school; "God I
hope I don't end up like that"
was usually the thought that
preceded "God I hope I make
it to class on time."
But let's focus on the city
again. Sure, Real Change is one
of many altruistic programs
that's making a difference.
But what dispossessed person
wants to push newspapers on
street corners for 10 or more
years? Yes, 10 years. That's the
average waiting time for the
Low Income Housing Institute
placement program.

OF

AND

No compassion for homeless
Julian Hunt

ing Facebook. Is there a relevant
point? I assume it probably has
the same feeling as a new toy
at Christmas. You're so excited
to have it, but once you have
it, you assume it will get better,
but it doesn't. Will it get better?
Who knows? Will I ever use it?
"N to the double O." It's just a
way of people losing more direct
social contact. I prefer to actually
talk to the person and hear their
voice, rather than typing it into
a computer, or read about them
through some online profile. At
least this way I know the person
I am looking at is a real person
and not a 40-year-old guy with a
big box of crayons hiding behind
a cute girl's picture.

up, but what if you were to post a
risque picture of yourself. I hope
no one has done this. Someone
could hack into the system and
look at your picture, along with
all of your other listed information. From what I hear you
can post whatever information
you want your virtual friends to
have—how many people don't fill
out every section of the profile?
The ones that don't want some
freak to show up at their door,
that's who.
Why am I talking about this?
I have received e-mails from
friends at other schools telling
me to join The Facebook. Why?
Who knows why they are on The
Facebook. I see no point in join-

a

yearbook when you

graduate?

Cm/ out this
coupon, mark one
boxes, and

i

ASSU office
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International Week: emb
International Dinner draws
crowd, offers tastes of
various cultures
J. Jacob Edel
Sports Editor

Saturday for a worldly meal and a chance to
win two round trip airfares to Europe.
The twenty-eighth annual International
Dinner saturated the ballroom with students,
parents, faculty and university guests. As
usual, it fed, entertainedand educated themes,
which included of respect, compassion and
Most guests remained for
the duration of the program
until someone released
oepper spray into

The crowd

their coughing.
"It was really
kind of funny,"

said Julia Voss, junior English and
history major,
slightly after the
announcement

made. "Lots
of people started coughing and moving
had been

Voss and her friend, Elaine Vega, junior
international studies and Spanish major, have
attended the past three InternationalDinners.
Like many of the other guests, they remained
in their seats through the finale, unruffled by
the asinine pepper spray
incident.
A
Vega liked the Ma- r.'
riachis the most, but explained that she liked it all. 1
The Bailadores De Bronce 1
and Mariache Mexicana '
featured a six-man band, two
male dancers and three female
dancers.
Lucas Franco, freshman political science major, took his
father, Gary Franco, to the dinner for
his birthday. GaryFranco was happy
to attend because he studies Daoism,
an eastern philosophy that encourage;
diversity.
"It basically says that to be diverse is
good thing: rather than being exclusiv
and shutting others out, it suggests tha
humans be diverse, like Mother Nature
is," he said about the teachings.
The menu and the entertainmen
highlighted such diversity. The kitchei
listed 20 different dishes on the menu
representative of 13 countries, while t.
entertainment included 11 cultural perfi
mances.
Roger Sun, junior marketing major
prepared food in the days leading up to tiv
event and worked in the kitchen Saturda
Sun said the volunteers and staff of th
various campus clubs and individu.
,

sents culture. It was
group team of intern

tional students

-

and

Ahlam, a Middle Eastern band, entertained those dining at Cherry Street
of the whole
Seattle community too
that worked
hard to make
a successful
dinner. Most
had done it before, but there were some
first-timers. But we all enjoy doing it," he
-

Is

year, thekitchen made a slight change
p people get their food faster,
takes a long time to get everybody fed
ve added a third line this year to make
er," Faizi Ghodsi, international student
r director, said over the high squeals of
eith Highlanders Pipe Band.
The dinner featured many private enterbut most of the applause went to the
t participants.
Carol Widjaya, senior internationalbusiness
and marketing major, emceed for the dinner
and participated in the Indonesian Student
Association's performance. It was the second
year in a row that she performed in a song and
dance for the International Dinner.
"It is an honor to be a part of a big event
like this, celebrated at the university level,"
she said. "We get to show our culture, bringing it to the community. And what makes this
year special is that our dance is from Aceh,
nost affected by the
Tsunami disaster."
The entertainment continued for over four hours and
never strayed from stressing
its themes of compassion,
diversity and education.
"I did it to do a good thing;
is an opportunity to show cul.ure," James Okullo, sophomore
computer engineering major,

K,

"It is a gathering of
people from all walks
of life, from all over
the world," he said
after he finished his
ushering duties for
the night. "I liked it a
lot. I was busy, but it was
This year's International Dinner boasted
11 different cultural
performances. A
Urvasi Dance Troupe
member (top) performs a traditional lnf dian dance. A drummer
(middle) and a dancer
(left) show off their skills
as part of the group, Show

Market Thursday evening, Jan. 27. Ahlam means "to dream" in Arabic.

Day-long fast, events promote
peace in Israel-Palestine
gotiating that could take place between the

By Nicholas McCarvel
Guest Writer

two sides.

Before a sparse crowd in the Campion Ballroom on Thursday afternoon, University of
Washington professorDr. Joel Migdal gavethe
SU community insightpertaining to the history
of the war in Palestine, describing what the
future holds for Israelis and Palestinians.
As part ofInternational Week, Dr. Migdal,
author and expert on the conflict, spoke in
the midst of a student-led fast being held to
promote peace in Palestine.
Allison Johnson, freshman public affairs
major, took part in the fast and explained the
reasoning and meaning behind it.
"We fasted to raise awareness of the hunger
that oppressed Palestinians have to deal with
on a daily basis."
The goal of the Students for Peace and Justice in Israel-Palestine, the club that hosted the
event, was to educate the SU community about
the current peaceprocess. However, Migdal's
talk gave more background information than
encouragement for peace in the near future.
The fight that has engulfed this region
of the Middle-East is based upon claims of
ownership to the land. In 1948, after World
War 11, Israel was created as an independent
state on land populated by Arabs. A number of
wars ensued between neighboring Arabs and
Israelis and 20 years later at the end of the
Six Day's War Israel occupied Palestinian
land. Because Palestinians are not allowed a
sovereign state oftheir own, fighting between
the Palestinians and Israelis has ensued over
the decades.
Explaining the current peace process is
difficult, according to Migdal, because there
is not much negotiating going on. Migdal
believes the fighting has never been as violent
as what the two sides have seen over the past
five years.
"There is unspeakable violence," he told the
crowd. "Fingerpointing on both sides. I only
see a flicker of hope [for peace].
That flicker is something Migdal, who has
written severalbooks about theconflict itselfand
has spent time teaching at Tel Aviv University
and at Harvard, focused on throughout his talk.
"What polls have found is that there is a
silent majority on both sides that are willing
to renounce armed conflict," he said. "Three
fifths of the people still want to negotiate,
which is encouraging."
Migdal remains optimistic about the ne-

-

,.

"What has happened is there has been an
acceptance of the reality of a situation where
the other side will not go away," he said."Both
sides realize this, and that's a good thing."
Peace appeared promising in 1993, following the Oslo Accords. After several years of
negotiations, the leaders of the two sides shook
hands in the presence of formerPresident Bill
Clinton a moment that was seen across the
globe. However, since then, violence has once
again taken control of the situation and peace
looks to be found later rather than sooner.
"There are three parties that need to come together to 'close the gap,'" Migdal announced.
"The Palestinians, the Israelis and the United
States. Right now there is a deep division in
the U.S. government whether there should
be negotiations at all. We're fighting a war in
Iraq, and it's not going well, that means peace
between these two groups of people is on
this Administration's backbumer. They are a
divided and diverted administration. They'll
talk the talk but they won't walk the walk."
Migdal pointed out that the Israelis and
Palestinians have deep divisions among themselves that need to be resolved before peace
can be reached.
"The next two to threeyears don't bode well
for us, my friends," said Migdal. He went on
to explain several conditions that would make
the atmosphere just right for peace. "That's
an awful lot of 'ifs' and I'm not too optimistic
about it."
-

Students break
fast with a Jew,
a Christian, and
a Muslim
Ashley Halseth
Guest Writer
The Flags of Israel and Palestine hung
side by side Thursday evening at a dinner
thataimed to educate and bring awareness
to the conflict between the two entities.
The event, which was put on by the Studentsfor Peace and Justice in Israel-Palestine, was advertised to be a communal
See ISRAEL-PALESTINE, page 5
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racing a world of culture
Civil war atrocities in Colombia overwhelming
Adrien Vanderwalt
Guest Writer
As part of International Week, Farlis CalleGuerrero, 24-year-old SU student and Nobel
Peace Prize nominee, gave a heartfelt lecture
about the devastating conditions of her homeland, Colombia.
While Colombia has been in civil war for
nearly a century, Guerrero has been working
since she was 15 to help alleviate problems. She
realized one day thatshe could not sitback and
do nothing, watching Colombia and the Colombian people spiral further into destruction.
According to Guerrero, the fighting began as
an attempt by themiddle class to gain economic
stature. Within Colombia there was and still is
a huge separation of classes, meaning the rich
get richer while the rest of the country remains
in poverty.

"l came from a very poor town, and I am
very proud of that," declared Guerrero, as she
explained the economic situations of most
Colombian families.
Currently 55 percent of Colombia's 42
million people live below the poverty level.
However, when the fighting began over 60
years ago, poverty in Colombia was significantly worse.
The fighting has escalated over the years
and not much else has been done to remedy
the economic gap. The fighting is centered
around the rebel guerillas and the Colombian
Parliament. From 1996to 1998, approximately
13 million Colombians were viciously killed
in a series of massacres, a span which was
considered the worst of the civil war.
One night a number of guerillas came to
Guerrero's grandmother's door and asked
her to spare some food. Her grandmother

Travel guru encourages
'travel with open eyes'
Megan Peter

Staff Writer
Rick Steves wants people to do one thing
when they travel: think.
As part of InternationalWeek last Tuesday, Steves stressed this point by explaining the importance oftraveling to broaden
one's perspectives.
Steves, an acclaimed travel guru, is well
known for his travel company. He owns
a travel center in Edmonds where the
planning maps and tour guide books bear
his name. Steves has also had numerous
shows on PBS and will soon start a syndicated radio show.
Steves has spent approximately 100
days of each year traveling in Europe to
update his various guidebooks. He began
his travels when he was young, visiting
Europe with his family.
"When I was younger I didn't want to go
to Europe, but when I got there, there was
different soda, different candy, one-armed
bandits in the hotel and women with hairy
armpits. I knew that this was some place
different," recalled Steves.
The family trips to Europe were different from the trips most people took during
that time.
"Traveling in the 1950s was getting on
a large cruise ship; that is not traveling.
Traveling should bring you closer to the
world," he continued.
It was at this time that Steves discovered his passion for travel and his desire
to teach others how to travel, so that they
can become more aware of the world
around them.
"You have to find out what the truth
is; travel shows the truth. That is how I
promote travel with open eyes."
Part of the way that Steves gets people
to open their eyes when they travel is directing them to places that are not tourist
attractions. Another aspect of traveling
he encourages is learning the history of
the place.
"History is a real thing in traveling. Germany was justrecently reunited after being
separated for over 50 years," he began.
Steves continued to tell the experience
of when the new parliament building was

opened in Germany.
"It was an emotional event. It was
the closing of a tragic history. They
were free...they were filled with hope.
There were Germans with tears in their
eyes, while the American tourists were

concerned with finding the nearest McDonald's."
Steves also wants his travelers to be
aware of the poverty within the country
they are visiting.
"When you travel you see the gap ofrich
and poor that you don't get at a university
in Seattle or in the suburb that I live in....
It breaks my heart to see us spend half a
trilliondollars on Iraq when it could solve
hunger. People would treasure us, but it
wouldn't make our country any money,"
he said.
Steves' comments about the experiences
a person has while traveling hit home
for Kate Spoor, sophomore international
studies major.
"I am going to Italy and had some apprehension from some ofthe other tour books
I had read. I liked his comment that you
can't read from books what the country is
like; you just have to experience it. You
have to just go and get what you want out
of it," she reflected after the talk.
One of the apprehensions that many
people have about traveling to Europe is
the threat of terrorism.
"Of course it is safe to travel. Fear is
the most insidious thing right now. Fear
is pathetic, especially here in the home of
the brave," he commented.
Steves continued to talk of how headlines are dictating whether people are
traveling and the facts.
"30,000 planes take offand land safely
everyday. This happens for 500 days
straight and then one crashes big deal.
You have to be able to rise above the headlines and look at things inboring, statistical
and non-patriotic ways," he explained.
Steves quoted Mohammed who once
said, "don't tell me how educated you
are, tell me how much you have traveled."
This important idea of bridging cultures
together to learn more about the world was
portrayed through the rest ofInternational
Week.
-

complied. The next day men from the parliament came to her grandmother's house and
told her family they knew she had aided the
guerillas. The parliament men ordered her
grandmother and the rest of the family to
abdicate their land as punishment. The family was left with no other choice than to leave
everything behind.
Guerroromoved many listeners through her
very personal account of the civil war.
"[The civil war] is difficult for me because
my cousin was killed just last week [in Colombia]," commented Julian Laserna, SU
graduate student.
Guerrero recounted another devastating
incident in which she had to identify the body
of her 15-year-old friend, who was brutally
tortured and killed. After returning home,
Guerrero watched her brother and mother
play together, knowing that ifanything hap-

ISRAEL-PALESTINE
(Continued from page 4)
dinner with a Rabbi, a Reverend and an Imam;
however, different arrangements had to be made
at the last minute. The SPJIP were able to provide representatives of the three religions to give

pened to a member ofher family, her mother
would not be able to go on.
This is when Guerreroknew something had
to be done to change the future of Colombia.
Guerrerofounded the Colombian Children's
Peace Movement because she knew that by
educating the children of today about peace,
she was educating the next generation of
Colombia's leaders.
In 1998, Guerrero, along with others involved with the Colombian Children's Peace
Movement, were nominated for the Nobel
Peace Prize. They were the first group ofkids
to be nominated for a prize created for adults,
and have been nominated ever since.
"There is a new generation ofColombians
who are exhausted of seeing what is going on,
so they must be educated," Guerreroremarked
after she was asked how she sees the future
of Colombia.
The final speaker, Dr. Faizi Ghodsi, director of
the International Student Center, focused on the
importance ofJerusalemand the surrounding areas
to Muslims. He told ofthe many wrongs that were
committed when Israel took over Palestine, and a
hope for a peaceful coexistence.
The evening ended in a discussion among people
at their individual tables. The questions focused
on personal beliefs of how the conflict could be
solved, and what efforts the United States should
take to resolve the conflict.
The event was aimed at people of all beliefs
coming together to find a common ground. The
speakers were informative to many people,
whether they knew a lot about the conflict, or knew
nothing at all.
"I've always been interested in this conflict and
I haven't found too much about it so I saw the
flyer and decided to come and hear more about
it," said Laura Benbow, freshman political science
pre-law major.
The dinner, which was sponsored along with the
Jewish Student Union, the Shemanski Institute and
the ISC, was only the first of a number of events
that the Students for Peace and Justice in Israel/
Palestine hope to put on this year.
Hulays believes that Americans have a duty to
get the United States more involved in the peace
process.
"It is very important for the U.S. nationals to
pressure their government to find a just solution
to the conflict because this reflects badly on the
image of the United States in the Muslim and
Arab world."

speeches.
Guests were encouraged to meet new people
and to strike up conversation about the conflict.
Before dinner, Zaher Hulays, sophomore biology
major and SPJIP president, asked for a minute of
silence to pay respect for those who have died
in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
"The purpose of this dinnerwas to bring people
of different faiths to discuss the importance of
personal involvement infinding a solution for this
unfortunate conflict," explained Hulays.
Guests were treated to a feast ofMiddle Eastern
cuisine, to end the day of fasting, in which participants were asked to partake in for the day.
The three speakers Ben Murane, Tim Hill and
Faizi Ghodsi shared why Israel and Palestine are
important to their respective religions, focusing
mostly on the importance of the capital city of
Jerusalem. They also discussed the history behind
the conflict in the MiddleEast, and talked of their
hopes for peace.
Ben Murane, senior economics major, spoke
from the Judaic point of view. Murane, who
recently returned from studying abroad in Israel,
sharedhis experiences from Jerusalem. He brought
pictures, spoke of the problems that both sides
faced, and discussed the
efforts that were being
taken to bring peace to
the two groups. He also
told ofhow he served as a
mediator between the two
groups, and ofhis persona
to help form trus
/een the two sides,
hristian representa
Tim Hill talked abou
his involvement with an
Episcopalian group tha
supports peace betwee
Israel and Palestine. H
spoke ofhis two visits t
Israel: one he took as
young man and the othe
he took four years ag
withhis wife. He also tok
of his group's support o '
a Christian university in
Jerusalem, and of how
Photo by William Hurd
he went to visit all of the
An Irish dance troupe from Celtic Arts Northwest
entertained dining guests at Cherry Street Market last
Wednesday.
-
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Big wins over Central and Saint
Martin's lift men out of last place
Jeff McDaniel
sights
an open

teammate
while
CWU's No.
24 guards
another.
McDaniel
led the
team with
24 points
and ended
the game
with a
dunk.
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Seattle Pacific
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Western Washington

6-3

.667
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.667
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5-4

.556
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4-5
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Central Washington

4-5
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.444
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.444
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Eight seconds was all it took for the Redhawks.
Last Saturday night's game versus Saint
Martin's College was decided in the remaining eight seconds of the game, ending with
a final score of 77-75.
The end-win, now a signature of the SU
Redhawks after several similar wins on
the men's soccer team, was accomplished
through the team unity as this week's roster
returned to its usual list of players.
"We really came together as a team and
pulled through in the end," junior guard
Bernard Seals said.
Seals added nine points to the game while
the team shot 29-for-59.
After trailing by as much as 13 points during the game, the Redhawks finally pulled
even, 10 minutes into the second half, only to
fall behind again into the double digits.
But senior guard Bim Makinde, who led

W-L

GB

Northwest Nazarene

-

SMC

lam

with 22 points in the game on 9-foriooting, made a free throw after being
d, turning the score around to 76-75.
ahomore point guard Ryan Webb then
d the deal for the Redhawks after beouled by Saints player Jabbar Gray,
the league's assist leader, in the last three
making for an exciting win for
e.
Webb scored 11 points and earned two
assists on the offensive end while he had a
steal and a block for the defense.
"It was a physical game," Seals said. "We
knew coming into it that it was going to be
close."
The Saints did have an equal chance at
winning, but the determining factor was their
unfortunatefree-throw record. Saint Martin's
College has the worst free-throw record in the
conference. They missed a total of 19 free
throws in the game and not a single player
shot over 50 percent from the line. This weakness costed them the game.
"There were some close calls," Seals ad-

■ids,

were able to pull
those last shots.
That made the difference."
It is no surprise after his

performance in
Saturday's game
that Makinde was
named the Great
Northwest Athletic Conference
Co-Player of the
week for men's
basketball for the
week of Jan. 29.
Makinde is currently No. 18 in
the league, averaging 14.3 points
a game with a total of 129 points.
He scored 21
points against the
Central Washington Wildcats on

has mostly carried the
team down the stretch
since Seals injured his
ankle against Humboldt
State.
The Redhawks have
now secured three wins
in their last four games.
The final score in the victory on Thursday's double
header against the Central
Washington Wildcats was

85-78.
The men completed
the school sweep as the
women beat CWU earlier
that evening.
Every member of the
Redhawks played exceptionally well. All five
starters scored in double
figures for the first time
this season as Junior forward Jeff McDaniel led
the team with 24 points,
adding three assists, eight
rebounds, two blocks and
a steal.
Seals contributed a tremendous - effort, scoring
10 points accompanied
with four steals, one block
and a season high of six
assists.
According to assistant
coach Eddie Lincoln,
the team left for Alaska
early Wednesday morning. They will attempt to
avenge a loss to a team
now lower than themselves in the standings
and a close loss to a tough
Fairbanks team, which
features conference leading scorer Brad Oleson.
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Seattle Pacific

9-0

1.00

17-1

.994

10-0

Western Washington

8-1
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1
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9-1
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Central Washington
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Men's notes

Road Games

Seattle currently ranks No. 26 in thenation and leads the GNAC in team freethrow percentage at 74.9 percent.
Bernard Seals is No. 4 in the GNAC in 3-pointers made with 2.56 per game.
Jeffrey McDaniel is No. 9 in the GNAC in scoring at 14.9 ppg, No. 6 in
rebounding at 7.3 rpg, and No. 6 in field goal percentage (.561).
•

•

•

Photo by

William Hurd

Bim Makinde working the ball around the perimeter. Makinde scored 21 points against CWU.

pulled down 6
boards and had
three assists. In
the past two wins,
he has scored 43
points on 16-for-32 shooting. He

SU vs UAA
Thursday Feb, 3

Women's notes

SU vs UAF

at 77.4 percent.

Saturday Feb. 5

•

•

Seattle currently ranks No. 6 in the nation in free-throw percentage
Laina Sobczak is No. 5 in the GNAC in free-throw percentage at 85.4

percent.
•

Jackie Thomas leads the GNAC with 2.69 steals per game.
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Tent City photos by Joe Anchondo

Tent City resident Lantz Rowland (left) helps another resident pack up a tent as Tent City 3 moves out of the Tukwila site Saturday.

Tent City residents practice their teamwork while passing blanket-filled trashbags from the truck that moved them from Tukwila to the SU tennis courts.

By the end of the first day, Tent City 3 had moved onto the SU tennis courts

For Russel Mace, a four-year Tent City resident,
setting up the site has become a well-versed
routine.
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TC3 successfully moves onto tennis courts
Amy Daybert
Managing Editor

some to James Family Kitchen."
For the rest of the afternoon, the truck's
arrival signified the necessity of several assembly lines. Garbage bags full of personal
belongings were passed down the line until
they reached one massive pile in the center
of the court.
"When you have 90 plus people helping the rest goes up in a flash," Joseph
Steiner, assistant move master in Tent
City 3 said.
Before individual tents are set or individual belongings are claimed, it's understood
by residents that all communal areas, such
as the 'office' located at the entrance, the
20-person tent for male residents called
"the Hilton," and the security shack must

Mud and radishes were the only things
left behind in the garden ofRiverton Park
United Methodist Church on Jan. 29 as one
truck moved several loads of wooden pallets, milk crates and personal belongings
of Tent City 3 residents from Tukwila to
the Seattle University tennis courts.
The moving out process began before
several volunteers like Alicia Kephart,
junior criminal justice major, arrived on
the Tukwila site shortly after 8 a.m.
"I saw that volunteers were needed to
help [TC3 residents] move and I wasn't doing anything at eight o'clock this morning
so I thought, 'I'll go help,'" she said while be set up first.
carrying one of the hundred or so pallets
By 3:30 p.m. the communal areas and
TC3 residents put tents on. "I think this is one individual tent were standing and the
the most unglamorous part of the job."
truck was being unloaded for the last time.
At 10:15 a.m., the last tent had been Residents met for a SHARE Power Lunch,
taken down and the first of several truck
a weekly meeting where organizational
loads made throughout the day, started business is discussed by SHARE repreheading toward Capitol Hill.
sentatives and Tent City residents. Then it
At the same time, back at the SU tennis was back to pitching individual tents and
courts, more volunteers including Aeriel
claiming individualbelongings until 6 p.m.
Conover, sophomore history major and Kawhenresidents enjoyed what one Tent City
tie Miller, junior economics major, made resident described as "a great night and
sure three of the four tennis courts were
wonderful dinner with the Jesuits."
protected by pieces of cardboard, donned
Moving day was just the beginning,
work gloves and patiently waited for the
the month of February will be as
however,
truck to arrive.
much as a first for the SU community as it
Tent City residents also waited with
faculty, staff and student volunteers. The is for Tent City 3 residents.
"We are in the spotlight," Russel Mace,
coffee donated by Starbucks did not last
a
Tent
City 3 resident said after two days
long but Tommy Howard, senior public
on
the
tennis courts. "We've never had
affairs major, was quick to point out
all
this.
[At SU] we have access to health
the eighty-plus peanut-butter and jelly
clinics,
computers, the option to utilize
sandwiches prepared earlier that morning
clinics,
law
and getting one meal every
would provide volunteers and residents
all the basic needs we could
day.
Virtually
with a much needed lunch break.
have
as
Tent
City residents have been
full
"Trader Joe's donated three carts
of
said.
for."
bread and pastries," Howard
"It was provided
Lantz Rowland, a Tent City resident,
such a warm response that we had to take

Photos by Joe Anchondo

Katie Pinard, SU graduate student working in the Center For
Service in the School of Theology and Ministry and Tommy
Howard, senior public affairs major, help TC3 residents move in
to their new home.
says that he is personally looking forward
to receiving legal advice. He also encourages students to "put down their comput-

ers and come see the priceless learning

opportunity."
"There's a belief on our part that students will be learning from us too," he
said. "We're the teachers. I enjoy watching people's perceptions change and I'm
looking forward to that happening with
students here."
Members on the Tent City Planning
Committee, which have been meeting to
discuss all aspects of hosting Tent City 3
at SU since last September, also recognize
possible educational outcomes.

"There's a tipping point where student
perspectives can change," said Kent Koth,
director of the Center for Service while
discussing the level of discomfort that
students sometimes feel when involved
with service learning classes. "It's hard
to learn how to be a compassionate and
just leader if you don't apply yourself and
explore what that means."
While the lesson plan may not always
be easily understood, one thing seems to
be clear.
When the tents are all finally up there's
no telling what lessons may be learned
outside of the SU classrooms throughout
the month.

Tent City provides couples a place to live together
Trisha Leonard

Editor-in-chief
Now that SU has welcomed another community into its own, we
should be more familiar with those
living in it. Each Tent City 3 resident
has a story of their own—just like
everyone else. Many are survivors
of drug addiction, abuse and illness.
Sandy Downey is a survivor of all
of the above; and more.
Downey resided in a Tent City
community five years ago, and now
she's back again.
"This is sort of a transition period for me," she explains of her
return.

Downey left Tent City five years
ago to care for her 22-year-old
daughter, and her two sons, ages
19 and 21.
"I had to take care of my babies,"
she said of her time outside of tent
city. "I had a place to live and a
car."
Downey also had to take care of
herself.
It will be four years tomorrow
since Downey got into an automobile accident, leaving her stuck in

get our lives back."
a wheelchair.
The link between homelessness
"The doctors said I wouldn't walk
and drug addiction continues to be
again," she said.
But Downey was determined to debated. However, according to a
walk again. She turned to her faith recent survey conducted by the U.S.
and it slowly helped her pull herself Conference of Mayors, 36 percent
out of that wheelchair, which she no of the homeless population is drug
and/or alcohol dependent.
longer needs.
The Tent City residents come
"God will not take away from me
what I was born with if I put my from all walks of life, each bringing
faith in Him," she said. "He does their own set of unique experiences
help those who help themselves, to the camp.
According to Downey, there are a
but they really have to want to help
lot of college graduates in the camp.
themselves."
Downey has had her share of When Downey was in college, she
rough patches. She is a recovering was the editor of the campus newsdrug addict and is a survivor of both paper at the University of Illinois.
breast cancer and domestic abuse.
"Sometimes you have to leave
"Now that I'm back on the streets, everything behind to get everything
the dope around me is just pissing back," explained Downey. "I've
me off," she said. "It makes me stay gotten my spirituality back."
She and her fiance, Edwin Lund,
away from it."
are
one of several couples in the
Like many of the recovering drug
welcamp. Unlike many shelters, the
addicts in the camp, Downey
with
the
that
comes
support
camp offers a place where couples
comes
3
can stay together.
City
a
member
of
the
Tent
being
"My fiance and I came here to get
community.
"This is a community of people our humanity, self esteem and self
who can help themselves —you're respect back," she said.
"Everyone has the good and evil Edwin Lund and his fiance Sandy Downey
going to have the bad and you're
going to have the good," she stated. in them. Which path are they going moved to Tent City 3 so they could stay together while homeless.
"A good majority of us are trying to to choose? I choose the good."
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SU Athletic teams have fun with TC3 residents
Kevin Curley

Opinion Editor
Seattle University athletic teams kicked-offTC3's visit here
with a games and movies night on Monday. Members of the
Softball, women's swimming and men's soccer teams hosted the
weekly event for residents of tent city.
EveryMonday, Bon Appetit will serve dinner early for residents
and thendifferent teams will host the event afterwards. The event
allows students to play basketball, tennis and numerous games, as
well as watch movies at the Tent City site on the tennis courts.
"In addition to the games and movies nights, we [Athletic

Maurice Marion, a recent Tent City resident, shoots some hoops with a few of the
NCAA Div. II National Champions; (L to R)
Pete Mullenbach, freshman communication major, Cameron Mertens, freshman
pre major and Jason Cascio, freshman
pre major.

Department] are going to take the Tent
City population to the men's basketball
game on Thursday, March 10," Don Ross,
Asst. Director ofAthletics Compliance and
Operations said. "Women's soccer will be
hosting that event, but our otherathletes will
be participating as well."
There will also be a food drive held at
the game to benefit Tent City 3 and its
Student-athletes arrived at the tennis
dinner, but at first stayed
together in small groups.
"When we first got there, a couple of us
started talking to each other, not really hanging out with the Tent City residents," said
Marjalena Santos, junior finance major.
Santos commented that some ofthe players didn'tknow exactly how to interact, or if
they should act differently around the Tent
City residents.
Pat, a Tent City resident, coaches SU softball players
"Before we headed to the tennis courts
some of us were a little skeptical about the (L to R) Lindsey Aucutt, freshman pre-major; Marjalena
whole thing, but that changed quickly once Santos, junior finance major and Jane Purdy, freshman
the residents came up to us and started talk- biology major, on how to score in cribbage.
ing with all ofus," she said.
selves.
Soon after the event started and Tent City resident finished
Santos played tennis with a resident for almost an hour, when
eating, someone turned on a radio tuned to the local radio station
they finished; she had definitely worked up a sweat.
KUBE 93.3, "Seattle's hip-hop and R & B hits of today."
"That old guy had me running all over the place, it was a lot
That was the ice breaker that everyone needed and the games
of fun though," she added.
began. On the empty tennis court, a few ofSU's Division II NaNot only was action outside, but also inside the field house
tional Champion soccer players played basketball with Maurice
were the student-athletes had set up a movie room and tables to
Marion, a recent Tent City resident, on a temporary court set-up
play dominoes.
by the Athletic Department.
The next three weeks the following teams will host the games
"I use to play basketball all the time," Marion said. "It was a and movie
nights: (All students are welcome)
lot offun playing with the soccer players."
Feb. 7: Volleyball and Men's basketball
Within tent city, members of the Softball team sat down and
Feb. 14: Women's basketball, Men's track
played a game of cribbage. Although they weren't quite up on
Feb. 21: Men's swimming and Women's track
how to play cribbage, everyone seemed to be enjoying themcourts shortly after

•

•

•

He never thought that he would become homeless
Kevin Curley
Opinion Editor

Fort Ord in California, in Germany and then take it, I messed up."
finally coming back to Fort Lewis. He left
He went on to say thatthe room was a small
the Army in 1977.
studio, probably the size of the CPS security
You may have seen him on the television or
After leaving the Army Steiner worked room we were sitting in. He thought it was too
quoted in the newspapers. He's made his way as a landscape contractor, often painting small and looked passed the idea that it was
to the Capitol building in Olympia and the houses and apartment complexes. He owned at least a roof over his head.
Looking back
administration wing here on campus. He has a business and lived happily near his family he wishes he took that opportunity.
done interviews for most of the local media in Tacoma.
But he sees the end to his homeless exgroups and even sat down with Spectator reThenfive months ago his luck went dry and perience in sight and ending his homeless
porters. But one thing makes this man unique he found himself in a bad situation.
experience here at Seattle University puts a
amongst the rest of the Tent City residents,
"Your life is like a ladder," he explained. smile on his face.
his niece attends Seattle University.
"If you slip off the first rail of the ladder, you
"It's great to interact with the students on
"I'm real proud ofher and her accomplishcan easily start back up, but if you are high a day-to-day basis," he exclaimed. "This
ments here at SU," Joseph Steiner, a five
on the ladder and fall, it hurts and its hard to experience is not like any that Tent City 3
month resident at TC3 said. "She came to get back up the ladder. I was pretty high on has ever seen."
visit me on Saturday before the basketball the ladder and when I fell, I lost pretty much
Steiner also enjoys being able to educate
game at the gym."
everything."
students and community members about
Steiner has only been homeless for five
He said that his siblings offered to take homelessness. However recently he has
months, but ever since his luck turned for him in, but being the oldest sibling, he felt stepped out of the spotlight to allow other
the worse, he has become the new voice and that it would be better if he worked this out members of Tent City to tell their stories.
the face of the SHARE/WHEEL sponsored, on his own.
Steiner remarks that he likes to spread the
Tent City 3.
"As the oldest sibling, when I became word about Tent City because he knows that
"Before I became homeless, I didn'tknow homeless, I didn't want to become a burden it is the best situation for homeless people in
anything about being homeless," Steiner said. to my family," he remarked. "My sisters the Seattle area.
"I saw what everyone else saw, guys sleepwould invite me to stay at their houses, but
"The shelters are the worst situation," he
ing under the highways and panhandling for I knew this would be a temporary thing, so I emphasized. "If you're not there by 5:30
p.m.
money."
just rolled with it."
then you won't get in, and even ifyou do, you
Steiner was raised with his five younger
As a veteran of the Army, Steiner first get kicked out of there by 5:00 a.m."
sisters in the Tacoma area. In November 1970 looked to the Veteran Affair's office for
For individuals like Steiner who work
he was drafted by the US Army, even though assistance with finding a place to stay. Hownights cleaning up Qwest Field after a game,
he was attending college part-time.
ever, most of the people he saw there were shelters don't provide the living arrangement
"In November, one month before the draft alcoholics or dependent on drugs. The living that accommodates his late work schedule.
was abandoned, my number came up and I conditions were unsatisfactory and did not At Tent City, residents can work graveyard
was drafted," Steiner said. "My dad, who was provide a good living environment.
shifts without worrying about where they're
a career Army man, told me that I was not
"I did make one mistake about three going to sleep the next morning.
'
getting out of it."
months ago," he said. "When I first became
In the end, Steiner believes that this exSteiner spent his time in the Army as part homeless I signed up for housing through the perience has helped him become a better
of the Airborne Artillery. He was stationedat VA and my name finally came up and I didn't person.

"I hope that when I get back on my feet, I
can continue to help the homeless people in
our community," he said.
With the end coming near, Joseph works
harder every day to spread the word about
homelessness.
"I hope students here at SU will take this
opportunity to leam as much abouthomelessness as they can and to try and do something
to ending homelessness in the area," he emphasized. "I'm trying to show people outside
our community that homeless people are just
as real as you are."

lent City photos by Joe Anchondo

Joseph Steiner looks to the
future and, hopefully, a new
beginning.
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EVENTS HAPPENING IN FEBRUARY NEIGHBORHOOD
"Mobilizing our Community
to End Homelessness: Tent
City and Beyond"
Panel with Seattle University
President Stephen Sundborg,
S.J., King County Executive
Ron Sims, Dan Brettler
(CEO Car Toys, United Way
board member) and Tent City
residents.
Monday, Feb. 7

Change" to discuss the mission
of this paper and other 42
street papers in the world.
Panelists: Jeff Philpott, SU
communication department; Jim
Harris, executive director of
"Real Change"; Rachael Myers,
associate director, and others.
Wednesday, Feb. 16

1:30 p.m.
Campion Ballroom

12

-

7- 8:30 p.m.
Leßoux Conference Room

A
Soup with Substance
Conversation with Tent City
3 Residents
—

This event will serve as a unique
opportunity to hear from a panel
of Tent City 3 residents about
their experience of homelessness
and life in the Tent City
community. Time is available for
both presentation and dialogue
with attendees. Students are
encouraged to email or call
Mary Slavkovsky by Tuesday,
Feb. 8 to guarantee a spot.
Email: slavkovskym@seattleu.edu
Ext: 6076
Thursday, Feb. 10
1:30 p.m.
12
-

Campion Ballroom
Street Papers: Media and
Advocacy on Homelessness
Seattle's "Real Change" and
other street papers offer a
unique model for addressing
issues of homelessness.
Combining news and advocacy
on homeless-related issues
with a distribution system that
directly benefits homeless
individuals, these papers provide
a voice for the homeless. This
panel will bring together key
staff members from "Real

"Who is My Neighbor: The
Faith Community Response
to Homelessness"
Panel with Very Rev. Robert
Taylor (St. Mark's Cathedral),
Rabbi Daniel Weiner (Temple
De Hirsch Sinai), Josephine
Tamayo-Murray (Director,
Catholic Community Services
of King County), Rev. Craig
Rennebohm (Mental Health
Chaplaincy).
Thursday, Feb. 17
7-8:30 p.m.
Leßoux Conference Room
"Just Housing? The
Relationships of
Homelessness, Human
Services, Jobs & Affordable

Housing"
Panel with Paul Carlson
(U.S. Interagency Council on
Homelessness), Shane Rock
(Washington Low Income
Housing Coalition), Josephine
Tamayo-Murray (Catholic
Community Services of King
County), Kris Stadelman
(Workforce Development
Council of Seattle-King
County).
Tuesday, Feb. 22
8:30 p.m.
7
Campion Ballroom
-

The Dynamics of Homelessness
What are the ways people
become homeless and
experience homelessness? How
are some men, women and
children able to regain their

footing and obtain permanent
shelter? What makes this
process difficult for others?
A panel will present on these
topics and engage participants
in discussion. Panelists are:
Ed Reed, faculty at Matteo
Ricci College (Society, Justice
& Culture) and Bill Hobson,
director of the Downtown
Emergency Service Center and
SU adjunct faculty.
Wednesday, Feb. 23
12 1:30 p.m.
Lemieux Library
-

Soup with Substance
Life on the Streets: Young
Adults and Homelessness
This event will explore the
experience of homeless young
adults with panelists from
a homeless youth advocacy
organization, Peace on the
Streets by Kids from the
Streets. There will be time
for presentation as well as
discussion.
Thursday, Feb. 24
—

12

-

VOICE

a selection of voices
from outside the

Seattle University gates

"7 ?/?m& ?/5 greaf a«d I want
to make some brownies to take
over there. What people don't
consider is that we are all two
steps away from being homeless.
I think its great that you guys
[SU] are hosting Tent City 3.
"

Monica Cavagnaro
Plasteel Frames

1:30 p.m.

Casey Atrium
Groups are encouraged to
visit Tent City on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.

"I think Tent City is a good
idea, just not in this neighborhood. I've seen an increase in

For information about visiting Tent City 3, contact
Eddie Salazar in the Office of Jesuit Identity and
Ministry at (206) 296-6133
or salazare@seattleu.edu

homeless people panhandling
outside and I've had a few incidents recently of individuals
harassing my customers."
Kelly Abulhosn
Kelly's Pizzeria & Sports Bar
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Women prepare to play Nanooks
Victory over CWU
followed with tough
loss against SPU
J. Jacob Edel
Sports Editor
The two starting freshmen of the women's
basketball team both emphasized that the
Redhawks owe it to themselves to beat the
University ofAlaska-Fairbanks on Feb. 3.
Wednesday night the team practiced at
Connolly Center and worked on their offensive patience, hard offensive cuts and
defensive block-outs.
"They're a speed team so we took the
dribble away in practice and worked on getting the ball inside to our post players for
those easy points," coach Kriley said after
practice.
Freshman forward Laina Sobczak thought
the practice went really well since they
covered a lot and worked on their transition
game. The Nanooks (5-4) stand two places
above the Redhawks, so two home victories
this week could easily move Seattle (3-6) into
fourth or fifth place.
However, the last time the women faced
the Nanooks they surrendered their early lead
nine minutes into the game and lost 77-49. In
that game the current GNAC leading scorers,
Cody Burgess and Adrienne Talaak, put up
27 and 10 points respectively.
"They are going to get their points, so we
want to prevent them from scoring their averages," Kriley said.
Talaak is averaging 23.3 points per game
and Burgess averages 21.9. No other member
of the Alaska-Fairbanks team is averaging
more than seven points per game.
"We know two players can't beat five. If
we keep the defense up we can hold good
teams to low scores," freshman forward Laina
Sobczak said.
Coming off a thrilling win against Central
Washington and a tough loss to the nationally
ranked SPU team, the freshmen are confident
they can sweep the two Alaskan schools in
the conference this week.
The Redhawks don't boast any league
leaders and rely heavily on the bench. They
matched Seattle Pacific's 22 bench points in
the loss, but the bench scored 25 of the team's
62 points against the Central Washington
Wildcats. The Nanooks'bench players scored
zero points in 34 minutes last week in their
loss to Saint Martin's.

Professional
sports teams
don't need
tax dollars
Johannes Ariens
Guest Writer

1

—

■
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Photo by William Hurd

Chantell Burch fights for position in the post during their win
against CWU on Jan. 27. The Redhawks won 62-58.
"We gained a lot ofconfidence. We know
that as a team we can't win unless we play
as a unit, the coaches, the players, everyone
has to execute," freshman guard Jackie
Thomas said.
The starting freshmen said the team's style
is summed up as "play and help," meaning
if they don't have the ball they are getting
open, getting into position for a rebound or
setting a screen.
"We are going to have to move the ball up
and down the court efficiently. It's going to
take a lot of hard work, heart and intensity,"

You know that if you can prevent them from
scoring you have a chance to win. Offensively, some shots just don't go in but defensively
you can always play tough and make it hard
for them to score," Thomas said.
Even though the team lost to Seattle Pacific
on Saturday, coach Kriley remains optimistic.
He said both games resulted in something
positive.
"Against Central, I think we played our
best half of basketball yet. Central has had
SU's number for like the past seven years.
This win was a big step for the program
and means a lot to the younger [players],"
;dhawks are 7-2 at home this season, Kriley said.
"Seattle Pacific had us on our heels a little
averaging 69 points and limiting
bit, especially in the first half. But we held
their opponents to 57. The Nanooks have lost their last two them to 18points in the second half and their
games as well, falling to Western season low 61 total points."
While the Redhawks have consistently exWashington and Saint Martin's.
"We feel that extra edge from celled on the defensive end of the court, they
the crowd," Thomas said. "The have not been able to execute their offense
win at home is the same reliably. Both, coaches and players know that
the team needs to make shots when they get
ledhawks feature an ardugood looks.
ense and want to remain
"We had a poor shot percentage," Kriley
focused defensively to beat the said of the SPU game. "We can't afford to
nooks and the Seawolves.
take a half off like we did in the first half of
defense,
'We have a tenacious
that game."
own for carrying out tough
man-to-man coverage. What we
are working on is team patience
Coming Up
on the offense better cuts, harder
cuts and the defensive block-out.
Fairbanks has the two leading
Thursday, Feb.
scorers in the conference," assisSeattle U vs Alaska Fairbanks
tant coach Doug Cocke said.
Sobczak and Thomas emulated
their coaches' instructions after
Saturday, Feb. 5
practice. They stressed the imSeattle U vs Alaska Anchorage
portance of defense due to a slight
Photo by William Hurd
down from a uncertainty on offense.
Connolly Center 7 p.m.
"The defense you can control.
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Kristen Connolly comes
three-point attempt late in the game.

If they got a new office why don't we?
That's what the Sonics are asking.
Well I think a good answer would be to
point out that the Sonics got a remodel of
their own just nine years ago. Frankly I think
it's ridiculous.
What really bothers me is that it's being
said that it will not cost tax payers more
money, a claim which is entirely false. What
they mean is that the extra taxes incurred for
the other two stadiums will remain in place
instead of being lifted. I'm pretty sure that
will cost me and everyone else that pays taxes
more money.
Don't we have bigger problems than
building and remodeling stadiums every
other year? I certainly think so. Instead of
working on more stadiums to house Seattle's
ever-choking professional sports teams, how
about we build low income housing to aide
the city's homeless?
Stadiums are said to be a good source of
revenue and economy boosters, but I think
that helping people get a start with an apartment and a job is a much more worthwhile
way to boost the economy.
I may seem annoyed by the Sonics' wish
to remodel, but even more than that, I'm
annoyed that I'm expected to pay for all the
stadiums. The justification for tax payer funding is that a stadium boosts local economy
and provides job opportunities, which I can
agree with.
However, the fault in this reasoning is that
every other business in Seattle does the same
thing yet they aren't getting their offices paid
for by the general public.
Perhaps thebest way to sum it up is through
a hypothetical comparison: A small business
on Capitol Hill wants to build an office for
$200,000.

They will have a construction crew, an
architect, a financer and an engineer. All of
these workers are from Seattle, and supplying
them with work subsequently boosts local
economy.
Upon completion the office will have six
positions to fill, and once filled, these six
people will eat out and do business locally,
hence boosting the micro economy of that
particular spot.
Now a stadium is doing the exact same
thing just on a larger scale, in other words
a macro-boost in comparison to a microboost. The cost, however, is on the exact
same scale.
In my all encompassing opinion, the city
should be willing to partially fund my office
in the name of economic investment... that
would be the day.
There is, of course, the matter of heightened city morale brought on by our outstanding professional teams.
That, however, still fits very well on the
micro vs. macro scale as well. No one can
tell me that Chihuly hasn't put Seattle on the
globe for his advances in glass art. I mean,
shoot, the fact that you even know who I'm
talking about without using his full name
should tell you something about the guy.
Nevertheless I can guarantee he has fully
paid for his work spaces. Perhaps Chihuly
should get busted for steroids or rape, sign a
contract involving millions of dollars, move
to Arizona and then say he's not in it for the
money. Maybe then he could get taxpayer
funding too.

ENTERTAINMENT
Literary Society: putting the joy back in Joyce
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passion for the study, creation and appreciation of literature while building community.
We intend to provide multiple venues on
There are multitudes of extracurricular campus to engage interested students and
activities offered on campus, but those the local community in the exciting world
focusing on specific academic disciplines ofliterature."
The goal of the literary society, accordare surprisingly scarce. The lack of a forum
which
to
and
celebrate
literature
in
explore
ing to Hansa Bergwell, Society President
was noticed and acted upon last year with the and senior English major, is "to have fun
creation of the Literary Society by Carolyn doing something we love. We dedicate our
Weber, a new English Professor at SU. The undergraduate career to literature, we spend
society had an exciting first year, hosting enough time with it, we will probably be
engaging events such as writing workshops, involved with it for the rest of our lives, and
a book club discussion on "The Girl with the it makes sense."
"The (Literary Society) is open to anyone
Pearl Earring," a group reading ofchildren's
literature and a Poetry slam.
who would like to connect with otherstudents
"Academics and reading should be areas about their love ofreading and literature. We
propelled and fueled by joy and delight. are all so busy with school and homework and
When you feel a strong response or emotion jobs that it's great to just take a break, have a
about something you read, that is when it cup of tea, and talk," said Weber.
The structure of the club allows students
sticks with you." Weber continued; "I called
the first meeting early last year, there was so with even thebusiest of schedules to become
much interest that the sth5th floor of Casey was involved. There is only one meeting per
packed!" The majority of the attendees were quarter, aside from the optional events. The
English and Creative Writing majors, though quarterly meetings are open to anyone and
students from other departments were in atare a forum where which ideas for events and
tendance. This is because ofthe sharedbelief speakers are discussed and brainstormed. The
that no matter what your major, the discussion students themselves determine their level of
of written material does not necessarily have commitment to the Society, ranging from a
to stop once you leave the classroom.
deep level of involvement such as arranging
"I want to do both silly and profound a book reading or guest speaker, or as casual
things, like walk in the woods and read as simply attending a writing workshop with
Woodsworth, discuss poetry and watch mova friend.
ies," explained Weber as she explained what
Joey Cheatle, Society Vice President and
propels her desire to act as faculty advisor Junior History/ English major, encourages
for the Society. The official statement of the participation in the society, stressing "We are
society reads, "Our mission is to promote a very inclusive club, not exclusive at all. Our
events are very open to anyone interested."
A successful event pioneered last year by
the society and planned again for this year is
"Nostalgia." This is an event where Seattle
University professors read and discussed
their favorite children's books. Professors
David Madsen, Maria Bullon— Fernandez,
Theresa Earenfight, Andrew Tadie and Hamia
Bosmajian (now retired) participated. This
event helped to build community by bridging
the sometimes strictly professional separation
between students and professors, andallowed
all in attendance to relax and reminisce.
Also planned for the upcoming year is a
"Springtime and Poetry" event, where on the
first day of spring quarter award winning poets Scott Hightower and Rigoberto Gonzalez
will read together.
Chuck Palahniuk, the celebrated author of
Photo by Tamara Shkurkin
Fight Club, Choke, Lullaby and other critiLiterary Society president
cally acclaimed favorites, is another speaker
Hansa Bergwell demonstrates the Literary Society hopes to bring to Seattle
Society approved reading
University. Katie Zipper, sophomore English
major and on-campus events coordinator for
posture.
the society, says that the society is "seriously
looking into having Palahniuk speak at the

Tamara Shkurkin
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Photo by Tamara Shkurkin

Angie Pazhauila, Hansa Bergwell, Katie Zipper and Joey Cheatle get comfortable with some good books.

end of the year."
wanted to share with me. When I changed
Angie Pazhauila, junior creative writing schools in grade three my teacher wanted
major and secretary of the society adds, a list of what books I had read so far, when
"We are in contact with Paluhik's agent I gave her the list she didn't believe me! I
and are very hopeful that we can make this had read Jane Eyre, Withering Heights, all
because of my mother!" When asked about
happen."
When asked how the members of the sociher favorite book or author Weber could not
ety first got interested in literature above and pick just one. "I enjoy reading everything,
beyond what they were learning in school, from self-help books and post-modern novZipper replies, "My whole life I've been the els, to People magazine. I think it is really
person who reads everything, I was excited important to stay current, and maintain that
to find the literary society and like minded joy of reading and thinking about anything
individuals." Zipper also adds, "My favorite and everything."
author is Nick Hornby, (author of High FidelIn addition to another book club discussion,
are
hilarious, thisyear on JefferyEugenides novel, Middleity and About a Boy) his novels
sex, The Literary Society hopes in the future
comedic works of art."
to
create ties to other societies and clubs
favorite
novel
is
"HalBergwell, (whose
on
campus. Weber discussed how last year
Foucault"
Patricia
lucinating
by
Dunker)
adds that, "In college one gets fed up with Tom Stoppard's play "Arcadia," which fused
reading being a solitary act, there is no reason themes of quantum physics and romance,
would have been a good tie in with a math or
not to share it with a community." Pazhauila
states, "Reading is one ofmy all time favorite science club here on campus. "Members of
pastimes, I want to attempt to share it and the literary society attended the play and held
spread my enthusiasm to others." She also a discussion afterwards." Weber sees future
adds that she is particularly excited about the events of this nature as a perfect opportunity
possibility of having Chuck Palahniuk speak for integrating academic disciplines. The club
at the school. "Survivor,by Palahniuk, is my plans to work this year with "Fragments,"
favorite book. Anyone who is an aspiring the on-campus literary magazine, and have
writer should read this. I was in a rut and it worked with the honors program and honors
jumpstarted me back into writing."
history program at SU.
Students interested in getting involved with
Weber claimed that literature and reading
has always been her love. "My mom read to the Literary Society should either attend one
me constantly. She has the most beautiful of the meetings where the list serve contact
voice and I fell in love with literature because list is updated or e-mail Carolyn Weber (at
ofher voice," Weber continued, "My mother weberc@seattleu.edu).
The next meeting is Feb. 8 at 6 p.m. in the
came from an immigrantbackground and was
proud ofher English, a love of language she English Department.
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Get 10% off any Hot Entree and
bubble tea combo Take-out order
(Offer

valid with coupon only; expires 01/31/05)

FREE 12-oz. Coffee with any hot
Breakfast Sandwich order
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1100 12 Ave, #101- Seattle, WA 98122
Take-out: (206) 324-2324

Poetry Contest

Top ten sports movies
WilliamHurd
Photo Editor

#6

The Natural,

#5

Hoosiers, 1986.

1984.

#10 Bad News Bears in Break
ing Training, 1978.

#4

Eight Men Out, 1988.

#9 Rocky, 1976.

#3

Caddyshack,

#8 Rudy, 1993.

#2

#7 Friday Night Lights, 2004.

#1 Bull Durham,

1981.

Field of Dreams, 1988.

1989.

Presentation of Poems
Each poem must be presented typed on a
separate sheet without the poet s name. A
cover sheet with the poet's name, address,
e-mail address and telephone number and
the title or first line of the poem must be
stapled to the text of each poem.
The Contest
The poems will be judged by a panel of
two faculty members and three students.
Winners will be announced during the first
week of March and will be published in
Fragments. With the exception of students
in the Honors Program, all SU students are
eligible to participate in the contest.
Submit poems to the box marked "Poetry Contest"
at the front desk of the Honors Program office,
Casey 123.

Deadline: February 21, 2005
Prizes*: Ist: $60, 2nd: $40, 3rd: $25
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Jazz in January Finale with a focus on Ellington
Molly Layman
Staff Writer
Is the death of the human musician soon
upon us? A recent listening of a jazz album
quickly illustrated the demon which is infiltrating most contemporary, popular music.
The quality which I find fault with is the
uninspiring mediocrity that is pleasurable
for listening merely because it's so devoid
of anything that could prove challenging to
the average listener. The problem, however,
is not only that the bands all sound the same,
but that the more generic and synthesized
bands become, the more able the sound can
be replicated by machines; music is losing
the human voice and quality that created the
uniqueness held sacred by past musicians.
I recently attended one of EMP's fifth annual "Jazz in January" lectures. It's a free
lecture series occurring every Wednesday
night, focusing on the music of an influential
jazz musician and one of their most famous
albums.
The lectures are more accurately described
as structured gatherings with experts in the
field who are eager to answer and discuss
all questions and ideas. Past lectures have
included Miles Davis' "In a Silent Way," and
John Coltrane's, "A Love Supreme." This
past week was the conclusion of the series,
focusing on the piece "Never No Lament:
The Blanton-Webster Band, 1940-1942" by

Duke Ellington and his band. Bob Santelli,
the director of EMP programs, and Marc
Seales of the UW School of Music, were the
leaders of discussion.
My only Duke Ellington album is on vinyl,
thus making it impossible for me to listen to
it at school. As a result I went to the lecture

"Popular Music: uninspiring mediocricy that is
pleasurable for listening
merely because it s so devoid of anything that could
prove challenging to the
average listener
"

with little knowledge of Ellington's styles or
music. Upon attending the lecture I realized
that I love jazz music. While newer bands
give me satisfaction with less effort, jazz
challenges my listening abilities. As cliche
as the concept is, there is so much going on
musically with jazz that it tires me to listen
to it, while at the same time completely
expanding my love of music. Beyond being
satisfying, jazz is fulfilling.
It's easy to discount jazz when one considers the subject matter titled "smooth jazz"

as one's only experience with jazz. Though,
to me, all jazz is initially appealing, with a
trained ear this admiration and understanding
deepens. Without sounding pretentious, jazz
is a complex form ofmusical expression and
is, therefore, not as easily digested compared
to more modern forms. Unlike the depersonalization that often comes with electric
instruments, jazz musicians each display a
certain "voice" and style that make each one
recognizable, unique and nearly impossible
to replicate.

Because of this inherent uniqueness that
comes with the playing of jazz instruments,
the lecture about Duke Ellington was fascinating. Though the beginning of the lecture
consisted of some biographical material, the
majority consisted of listening to various
songs by Duke Ellington and his orchestra,
while picking out the characteristic qualities
ofDuke and his main musicians. This proved
to be the most fascinating aspect ofthe lecture
as both lecturers and audience members
were able to exchange and discuss the effects
of certain styles of playing.
Marc Seales at one point demonstrated the
certain styles of playing and the difference
this creates in the average sound ofan instrument. As the musician explained, often what
comes with newer jazz is a completely flat
sound, almost devoid ofany experimentation
in sound and playing style which has been
the hallmark of past monumental artists.
Duke Ellington, though initially beginning
-

-

as the forerunner in the establishment of
"jungle music," a form of jazz reflecting the
wild, growling and primitive sounds of the
jungle, went on to become one of the most
talented composers, with the greatest level
ofconsistent quality. While some jazz musicians, Bob Santelli explains,
"May have a few good albums with others that diverge from the established talent,
almost every Ellington record rivals the
others."
Overall, the format and content of the
lecture was extremely beneficial, both in
expanding my knowledge of jazz and also
in expanding my musical appreciation.
While helping to explain some of the more
technical elements of musical composition,
it also teaches you how to listen to music.
Obviously, to gain all that one can from music, this is a crucial skill to develop. Santelli
mentioned that the next lecture series will
span Bob Dylan's musical career between
1956-66 and the folk music movement.
Even if you do not initally think you have
an interest in folk music I would highly
recommend going. To truly understand contemporary artists and music, you have to have
knowledge of the past that has influenced
these newer artists. On many occasions you
may find that the newer versions are a poor
substitute, but in realizing this you will also
begin to understand why. In doing this you
become a true lover ofmusic and musicians,
not just aural distractions posing as music.

Seattle First Thursday Art Walk Preview
Megan Peter

Staff Writer

should go see. The special exhibition, "Between Past and Future: New Photography and

Video from China" will be at the SAM from
Feb. 11-May 1. It features groundbreaking

The first Thursday of every month is an
important day for the Seattle community.
This is a day when not only are all the art galleries free, but they often stay open later and
it is also when new exhibits are introduced
to the gallery.
In addition there is often free food and
beverages provided by the galleries. It is
a day that draws so many people, that it is
sometimes fun just to go and be around the
crowd.
At the Seattle Art Museum tonight, jazz
singer Josephine Howell and her band, 10
Good Men, will be performing from 5:307:30 p.m. in the museum's Brotman Hall. In
addition there is a new exhibition arriving
at the SAM, while not in time for the first
Thursday, it will still be something everyone

work by 40 different artists, who showcase
China's history and future in a way never
seen before. Currently the SAM, along with
its usual art collection, is exhibiting "The
View From Here: The Pacific Northwest
1870-1940" exhibition. This exhibition has
been at the SAM since July oflast year, and
will be leaving at the end of February.
Tonight at the William Traver Gallery
downtown, there will be a reception held
from 5-Bp.m. for the opening of the Kevin
Quinn exhibit. Quinn is known for his steel
paintings where he bends and shapes steel
with different surface treatments before
painting it. The exhibit will be on display
until Feb. 27.
Along with many other art galleries downtown, there is a plethora of art galleries in

Pioneer Square that offer great artwork and
atmosphere.
Tonight will also host the inaugural show
for the Greg Kucera Gallery's newly acquired
space. On display will be the work of Los
Angeles native, GregoryKucera (no relation
to the gallery's namesake). Kucera works
with video, digitally produced photography
and computer generated sculpture. There
will be an artist walkand talk which will take
place Feb.s.
Currently the Kucera gallery is displaying
the work of local artist Katy Stone. Stone,
whose work for this exhibition was made
specifically for this gallery, uses many different techniques such as drawing, painting
and cutting different shapes out of sheets of
Mylar. The exhibit will be on display through
Feb. 26, with an artist walk through and talk
also Feb. 5.
The Garde Rail Gallery will be opening
its exhibit with a reception from 6-Bp.m.,
-

with work by Seattle artist, GregBlackstock.
Blackstock who has ovecome the limitations
ofhis autism, has created works of art using
pencils, pens and crayons, on various sizes
of paper. His artwork varies from trains to
birds to prisons. His work will be on display
untilFeb. 28.
Lastly, the G. Gibson Gallery will be
returning to its home location in Pioneer
Square after being away for two-and-half
years. The opening of the gallery will be this
evening from 6-Bp.m., featuring artists such
as Larry Calkins, John Divola, Mona Kuhn,
Richard Misrach, Lori Nix, John Jenkins 111
and many others.
This is just a taste of what some of
the galleries in the city are offering this
month. Instead of watching TV or sitting
around, go out and look at some of the
great art Seattle has to offer.

"Ma Rainey's Black Bottom" at REP
Katie Musselman
Staff Writer
At first, it seemed like a spin offofthe Dave
Chappelle show. Set in the 19205, the Pulitzer
prize winning play "Mz Rainy s Black Bottom by August Wilson, is at first glance a
provocative comedy that both discusses and
makes light of many issues faced within the
African American community.
As the title implies, the play is a smart inyour-face comedy, and yes, Ma Rainy sings
a song about her black bottom.
Returning to the stage for its 20 th anniversary after opening for the first time in 1985,
the production begins just in time for Black
history month.
The play begins and ends on the same set,
in a Chicago recording studio. The entire
first act consists of four band members telling stories, delivering hilarious monologues,
bickering in verbal one-upmanship and even
smoking a couple reefers. This all occurs
while they wait for popular blues singer Ma
"

Rainy to arrive.
The most entertaining aspect of the play is
in the first act as the audience gets to know the
band members, all from various age groups
and educational backgrounds.
The eldest, most educated band member,
the pianist, is an advocate forAfrican American rights, while the trombonist, the other
older band member (who also dispensed the
reefers) resonated his strong belief in God.
The youngest and most talentedmember of
the band, the trumpet player, has high hopes
of getting his own band and selling his music
to the "white folk" of the recording industry,
he announces that he would willingly sell his
soul to the devil ifgiven $100.
There is a strong clash of personalities in
this play, which makes it all the more entertaining. Issues faced by the black community
during the 1920s are starkly addressed and
debated by the band members with a comedic
twist. Such issues as God's presence in the
African American community of the South,
to the blind eye justice takes when dealing
with crimes against blacks.
-

One in-your-face question the band
members posed to each other over and over
throughout the production, is how can God
be present in their lives when horrible hate
crimes are committed on a daily basis?
Most of the play has a comical approach,
however, as it progresses there is a slow
hesitation that develops like a shadow lurking over the humor. The audience sees the
damaging effects of being on the receiving
end of racism.
The band members start turning on each
other in disagreement over God, theirrole in
society as African Americans, whether or
not they can change and finally the failure of
one band member's dream to become famous
with his own band.
Although the play isn't as plot oriented as
it is comical, and even philosophic, it does offer a window to what issues have been faced
and overcome by the African American
community.
"Mα Rainey s Black Bottom is playing
through Feb. 19 at the Seattle Repertory
Theatre.
-

-

-
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later. I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it. than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $995.
I can answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915
-
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100. For Sale

Classifieds
PART-TIME POSITION
with small downtown internet company. Looking for
someone who is energetic,
self-motivated, and possesses strong verbal and written

Job Title: Games Tester
Get paid $10/ hr for
playing cell-phone
games! Please inquire at

-200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
400. Services
-500. For Rent

1

communication skills. Web
proficient. Animal Lover.
Please email resume to
jobs@emontage.net

200

I

testers@guppygames.com
Community Outreach

'

Internshins
IUICIUSUI
avaiiauie.
P S available

c
a
afternoons preferred,
approx 6-10 hrs/week, can
exchange for reduced rent
for Capitol Hill cottage on
Belmont north ofPine. In
August, hours change to
evening play with my son (2
u
*u
8 months)
years o
andj jdaughter while I prep dinner. Call
Susan at 206.324.5290
-

Mandarin Chinese Speaker wanted for part-time care
of 5 mo. girl, flexible hours
but 3to 4 weekday

The connections Group is
lookin § for outB oin§ and
fondly people to help

with community outreach
Projects. Very flexible with
schedules. Weekday and
weekend
hours available
wcckchu iiuui*.
dvaiiduie.
$
Pa y s 10/hou Call Mai at

\

|We Want You to be an OA! J
Be a part of the tradition of leadership,
have fun, and help welcome the Class of
2009 to the S.U. Campus. Become an
Orientation Advisor!
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Applications are available online at:
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206-443-1990 and mention
the internship.
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Beach
$509
$569 »Jamaica
week the Hotel Montego

»Bahamas

Questions? Please contact us at:
New Student Programs
Center for Student Involvement,
Pavilion 180
296-2525

wsj

Air

1 week at the Colony Club Resort

+

Air

+

1

Air

getinvolved@seattleu.edu

Air 2 nts. stay at Best Western in
San Jose, then * nts. stay in Manuel
Antonio. Airport and hotel transfers
included.
+

l

P.ciuw ,,nc ud,« Un*np,irf,™.romPhi .d.iphi..nd
accommodations. Subject lo change and availability.
T,»esando.h.,.ppi.c.bi.fees no,included
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$598 »London-Paris
Hyde Park

5 nights at Hostel Del Mar

+

bisenhart@seeseattle.org
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Europe
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Panic Attacks?
Do you experience sudden
panic attacks, intense fear,
racing heart, chest pain,
Not taking antidepressants. Qualified research
subjects, 18+ can receive
free treatment and com-

KKpXX|%

Apply by February 7, 2005
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PART-TIME CONVENTION STAFF Openings
for Convention Support.
Staff with Seattle's Convention and Vistors Bureau.
Perfect for students who
want to work about three
days a month. Staff will
be Called when requeStS are
received work is sporadic.
Responsibilities include
registrar, room monitor,
kit preparation, typist,
courier, booth assistant,
etc. Rates are $9.25 per
hour. Please email resumes to Becky Isenhart at

»Punta Cana $980

■

616-6801.

Distribution Manager

Air 3 nights at the Punta Cana
Beach Resort
+
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leonardt@seattleu.edu
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FREE

practice test at
Kaplan's Test Drive and find out.

Take a

Saturday February 5, 2005
University of Washington
Call for individual test times.

*Nothing down and nothing due for 90 days on a new Toyota, that is!
At Toyota, you get a GREAT factory offer. If you will graduate from college within the
next six months and show proof of future employment, with a start date within
120 days of your purchase, you can take delivery of a new Toyota with
$0 down and NO payments for 90 days1 plus a $400 rebate! 2

Call or visit us online today to register!

,

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/testdrive
Test Prep and Admissions

g

Ii
•Test names are registered trademarks of their

respective

owners.

£

NEED MONEY?
WE NEED YOU!

Puyaiiup

BeHevue

Kirkiand

Ronton

Tacoma

You could qualify for a special blood program,
if you have recently been diagnosed with any of the following:

Toyota
ofPuyallup

Michael's

Toyota

Bob Bridge

Titus-Will

-

-

-

Herpes Simplex I/II
Chicken Pox/ Shingles
Chlamydia

-

-

-

_______

Mononucleosis

of Kirkiand

Toyota

Lynn wood

Otympta

Tacoma

Toyota

Magic
Toyota

Toyota
ofOlympia

Toyota of

Seattle

Tacoma

Burien
Toyota

Toyota

Burlington

Foothills
Toyota

Bellingham

Port Angeles

Aberdeen

Toyota

Toyota

of Seattle

of Lake City

Wilson

Wilder

Five Star

Toyota

I.

Toyota

Toyota

Bremerton

Heartland
Toyota
Auburn

Doxon

Toyota
Chehalls

I-5

Toyota

1. Any new Toyota 5.1% APR for 60 Months - $19.08 per $1,000 borrowed. No down payment with approved credit through Toyota financial Services. Not all customers will quality for lowest rate depending on
model and credit approval see dealer for terms and conditions. No money down and no monthly payments for 90 days: Toyota Financial Services College Graduate Program is available on approved credit to qualified customers leasing or financing the purchase of new unfilled Toyota models through participating Toyoia dealers and Toyota Financial Services. Some restncltons apply. Program may not be available in all states,
first payment may be deferred for 90 days; finance charges accrue from contract dale. Deferred payment not available m Pennsylvania. 2. $400 toward purchase or lease of a new Toyota to qualifying graduates: Rebate offered by Toyota Motor Sales. U.S A..Inc. Rebale will be applied on lease contracts, firs!
toward the amounts due at lease signing or delivery, with any remainder to the capatilired cost reduction, and toward the down payment on finance contracts, finance or lease contract must be dated between April 2004 and March
2005. Only available on new untitJed Toyota models. College Graduate I
Rebate Program is subject fo change or terminationat any time. See your participating dealer for details Toyota Financial Services is a service mark of Toyota I
Motor Credit Corporation
Toyota Motor Insurance Services, Inc. Dealer participation m this rebate program may increase vehicle pnce before rebale, FOR I
BOTH U2 A Documentary Service Fee up to $35 may be added to vehicle price. Subject to availability. Individual deaJer prices may vary. Vehicle ID
tOyOIS.COin
numbers available upon request. Must take retail delivery from new dealer stock by 03/31/05. See participating dealer for details.
-

1,

&

"^

Burien

Lake City

-

Plus mileage reimbursement*
Please Contact (888) 806-5215 for more information
All Calls are Confidential

Toyota

Everett

Bodland

Epstein Barr Virus
Other conditions may be
suitable, call for details.

"Further screening may be neceeeary In order to qualify

M————————w—

See your participating Western Washington Toyota Dealers today!

Qualified Donors receive $200 per donation,

flks

%———i

____-
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FOOTNOTES
help
the homeless
most?
CAMPUS
VOICE: Whatsituation
do you thinkthe
would

by Greg Boudreau

"Our governement should reevaluate
spending and programs."

"Compassion. Wait, no. Bill Gates."

"Reevaluate minimum wage among
many other things. The fact that
someone can be working and still
homeless is ridiculous."

Suzannah Rogan,
Junior, Theatre

Gina Napoliello,
Junior, Nursing

Savarra Peterson,
Senior, General Science

-

MISS LONELY HEARTS
Dear G.

my mother could ever accept me being with a man

Dignified? I don't knpw what paper you've been

that won't embrace his own seasonal colors in his

reading, but it certainly is not this one. I suppose

personal and professional life. My boyfriend is a

you would have humbled yourself to the level of

loving and caring individual aside from this major

the incompetent, lovesick plebian and said something along the lines of, um, "I think you should

issue. Oh, Miss Lonelyhearts, are these his true
colors shining through and clashing with mine?

tell her your true feelings and then maybe she will

What ever shall I do?

hate you. You give other alternative media advice

know just how important and worthwhile of a per-

Just call me,

columnists like myself a horrible name. Please,

son she is. Blah blah blah blah." You, Gertrude,

Spring Cleaning

Lonelyhearts (if that is your true nom-de-plume),

as well as all other advice columnists

shut up your face. I have no idea how anyone with

myself of course

your obviously passive-aggressive stance towards

where. I propose, to the future kindergarten teach-

Finally! Someone with sense and heart! The only

giving advice to those who are most desperately in

ers ofAmerica, that children are forced to read your

load of hooey I smell around here is your ignora-

need has somehow obtained such a prominent col-

column(s) as examples of bad writing (of any sort).

mus boyfriend. And yes, his true colors are shining

umn in as dignified a setting as provided to you by

I will leave you with this: anyone who seeks plea-

through, and they are the very colors ofthe doodoo

the publishers of this humble paper. Your response

sure by being altruistic is a poor, misguided soul.

that terrorizes our sidewalks and olfactory systems.

to the young man who, last week, was futilely dedi-

Sincerely and God Save Us,

I can smell his lack of taste and sheer ugliness from

cated to unrequited romance, absolutely reeked of

Miss Lonelyhearts, MD.

my air-tight cell where I am forced to write. Please

Are you in trouble?
do you need help?
Write to Miss Lonely Hearts
and she will

help

you.

LonelyHeartSpec@hotmail.com
Dear Miss Lonelyhate,

My number one problem is that I think I

-

-

excluding

are a scourge on readers every-

Spring Cleaning, let us save ourselves from these

your own self-absorption. "There has never been
an advice columnist worth writing to.

.

."

your

words appear to spew from the mouth of what can
only be an obviously corpulent ne'er-do-well who
has never truly known the pleasure of pure altruism. My question to you, Miss Lonelyhearts, is
this: what makes you think you can give advice to

others when you are in a ridiculous state of need for
it, as well as an open-handed slap in the mouth, as

Dearest and Sweetest Spring Cleaning,

Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,

I am a big believer in the theory of choosing

hideous monsters of faux pas, lackluster, hodgepodge nastiness. I recommend you abandon him

to wear colors that flatter your skin tone. The day

and his hopeless situation and find a complemen-

that I learned my season was "spring" was honestly
a life changing experience and the golden under-

tary autumn to your spring. Loser.
Sincerely, Miss Lonelyhearts

tone of spring peaches and browns that I've worn
daily since make me a happier and more attractive

Need Miss Lonely Hearts'

individual. My problem is that my boyfriend says

advice to help you

any single "adviceress" I have ever seen grace the
printed page (Dear Abby, as well as that windbag

that this life philosophy is a "load ofhooey." This
scathing blow to my soul would be less hurtful if

through the strife of life?

Ann Landers, included)?

my boyfriend didn't wear so many colors with cool
undertones that definitely don't compliment his

Email her at

-Gertrude (of Gertrude's Grab-Bag, syndicated in
over 3 newspapers)

palette. The other problem is that I don't see how

LonelyHeartSpec@hotmail.com

